Opinions Varied On Court Fate; Correct Forecast Will Win Prize

Tonight's Harvard game means to be a real thriller despite Harvard Crimson comments to the contrary. Harvard, riding the crest of a four-game winning streak, will probably start only two of the five men responsible for a 10-point win over Tech last year. Captain Dick Weynman, an ex-sports editor and set artist George Harrington whose 16 points last year were responsible for a 9-point winning streak, will probably be Captain Mac Jordan '58, Lee Cooper, and set artist George Harrington whose 16 points last year were responsible for a 9-point winning streak. Captain Mac Jordan '58, Lee Cooper, and set artist George Harrington whose 16 points last year were responsible for a 9-point winning streak.

Saturday Schedule

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
2:00 Hackey, MIT vs. Hamilton
3:30 Cocktail Rally at 28 The Foreway (Phi Gamma house)
6:30 MIT-Harvard freshmen game
7:45 Pep Rally in the Cage featuring Q Club and Cheerleaders
8:15 MIT hoopsters meet the Crimson-cape

Bright Advantage

Coach John Burke, a former Harvard basketball star, claims the improvement of the individual on the team: "They keep changing, I know less now than I did at the first of the year." He does know, though, that "Harvard's too big for us". All in all, it figures to be a pretty close game—if MIT can keep from having one of its off nights, as it had on January 21st.

Opinions Varied

Opinions from various members of the Tech indicate the closeness of the game.

Fare Parker, Sports Writer: "Harrington is the mary polished halfback and will win by four". Sports Editor Al Fünßiger goes along on the basis of last year's defeat picking the Crimson by 1-6. Chairman Helmut Weissen, an ex-m kapı editor disagrees, however, and thinks Tech will take it at 0-6. Staff newcomer T Bond agrees, relying on the advantage of a home crowd to give MIT a one-to-two point win. "It will surely be an even as two years ago when the Cantabs won 6-59, and look should be riding with the Cardinal and Grey".

The Crimson trounced them, as they have done to every opponent so far.

The Eastern Association of Moving Colleges announced this week that MIT and Harvard would be on the schedule for the lightweight Spirit Championship to take place Saturday, May 17 on the Charles.

It is boasted that eleven schools will be competing for the honor of going to the Harvard Regatta on Long Island Sound next Monday afternoon. The credit individuals the highlight of the crew season, since the victor is acknowledged as the outstanding aggregation in the east for the season.

The Tech quintet got off to a bad start by losing a one-point heartbreaker to Springfield after leading most of the game, and to Amherst in their first home game. However, against Trinity last Saturday night they looked much improved, and overcome an early 15-point spotting to win.

The starting five will probably be Captain Mac Jordan '58, Lee Cooper, and set artist George Harrington whose 16 points last year were responsible for a 9-point winning streak.

The Q Club, as a part of the effort to rejuvenate "school spirit", has planned this contest the "prizes of the week". Two pep rallies have been scheduled to lead up to the games.

MIT, Harvard Hosts To Sprints; Eleven Crews To Race May 17th

The Tech: Crimson Record 4-0

The Tech hoopsters face Harvard tomorrow night in what should be one of the best, and most crowded, games of the season.

The Tech quintet got off to a bad start by losing a one-point heartbreaker to Springfield after leading most of the game, and to Amherst in their first home game. However, against Trinity last Saturday night they looked much improved, and overcome an early 15-point spotting to win.

The starting five will probably be Captain Mac Jordan '58, Lee Cooper, and set artist George Harrington whose 16 points last year were responsible for a 9-point winning streak.

The Q Club, as a part of the effort to rejuvenate "school spirit", has planned this contest the "prizes of the week". Two pep rallies have been scheduled to lead up to the games.

The Q Club, as a part of the effort to rejuvenate "school spirit", has planned this contest the "prizes of the week". Two pep rallies have been scheduled to lead up to the games.

Close Game Expected; Crimson Record 4-0

A Harvard hoopster takes a rebound in their game against the University of Massachusetts. The Crimson improved them, as they have done to every opponent so far.

MIT Frosh Hoopsters Fail To Win; Defeated By Trinity, HuntingtonHi

During a week's action, the freshman basketball team lost games to Trinity and Huntington, and thus will go on the floor Saturday night against Harvard with an 0-4 record. Outdistanced by about four inches per man, the Beavers dropped a decision by almost twenty points at Trinity last Saturday. MIT jumped to an early lead, but midway in the first quarter Trinity took over and was never headed again in the game. John Crippen and Brian White were high scorers with 21 and 20 points, respectively.

Huntington Comes From Behind

Once again Tech faced the initial lead in the Huntington game. At the half they still held to a three-point margin. But in the third quarter, Huntington began to fast break successfully and the final score was 58-59 in their favor. Harvey Elliott led Beaver scorers with 18 points. The game Saturday night against Harvard is scheduled for 6:30 in the expo.
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